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Equations of state on perfect solid and perfect liquid are used to obtain phase transitions in a system of spherical 
molecules.  How to obtain transition pressure as a function of temperature is shown with an example of worksheet. 
The program to get transition volume as a function of pressure is also given. Gibbs energy, entropy, volume and 
expansion coefficient are plotted as functions of temperature at a constant pressure. 
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の式として今回は実在気体の式として良く知られ














ギー、Nは分子数, a, b は van der Waals 係数である
1)4)。  van der Waals 係数として次の値を採用した。 





























































Fig. 3 G/N vs. p plot for 3-phase equilibrium 
 






































Fig. 4 Isothermal pressure curve of solid phase. 
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    vs. v plot for solid 
phase. 
 











































































Fig. 7 Expansion coefficient vs. T plot, p = 0.01 /3. 
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